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Preface  
 
People with Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities have dreams, just like us. They think 
of getting married, a job, and a house of your own. In order to achieve that dream, motivation, 
perseverance, competences and opportunities are needed. In addition, people in their environment 
are needed, parents, supervisors, teachers, job coaches, volunteers, etc. 
These people can help them to function independently and strengthen self-esteem. These people 
help them to cut dreams and ambitions into small and manageable pieces, so that growth is possible. 
This growth is possible when coaching is done with the 'hands on the back' principle and connecting 
with the learning demand and learning style and putting personal development first. This 
encourages self-reliance. 
 

We wish you much pleasure in following this train the trainer! 
 

Background & vision 
 
The self-determination theory and Person Centered Planning form the basis from which this training 
is designed. 
The focus is on inclusive activities: leisure activities as everyone else does. 
This Train the Trainer is connected to leisure time training and is 
targeted to: 

• trainers, 

• people with Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities;  

• people who have to deal with individuals with intellectual 

disabilities. 

 
Self-management is very important for the quality of life, 
opportunities to develop yourself on a professional and personal 
level also have to be offered for people with an intellectual 
disability. 
These objectives are related to the central themes of the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: 

• autonomy; 

• full participation.  

 
Autonomy 
 
One of the most central themes in care around people with disabilities is their own influence. 
It has long been thought that people who can not think well themselves can not make decisions for 
themselves, but now we know that when someone has no influence on own life, he / she can not 
grow. 
 
For growth and self-confidence, you should be able to discover what you can do and what you want, 
but in a safe way. 
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Personal and professional development 
 
People with Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities have the capacity to develop and 
must be challenged to do it. Training and coaching are needed to make these steps. We find it 
important that people develop day activities and work, and creative activities are the initiatives that 
are offered. This is to promote independence, autonomy and self-awareness. 
 
Vision on approach people with Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities 
 
In addition to the focus on more activities and inclusion, this training underlines the importance of: 
 

• Question sent; what are the wishes and requirements of someone with a disability. 

• Customization; everyone is different, the strength is to find a creative solution for the individual. 

• Own direction; the experience for growth, self-direction and making contacts are the basis for 
self-development. 

• The network; a good network of family, neighbors, friends around someone creates more 
inclusion and possibilities. 

• Dialogue; this way of working increases self-awareness and ensures that people learn from each 
other. 

 

Train the trainer 
  
The train the trainer in front of you is written to give guideline to guide people with Down syndrome 
and other intellectual disabilities, in whatever capacity, in the most effective way possible. Guidance 
whereby the participant's own direction is not lost sight of. 
 
The training is given in two sessions of 4 hours, which can be consecutive, but also spread over two 
days.  
The purpose of this training is to provide guides from the network of the participant with handles in 
the handling and guidance of this target group. 
This train the trainer connects with the training "leisure time activities". 
Dialogue technique is used as a pedagogical tool. 
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Circle discussion 
 
The circle discussion is a good start to every lesson. It 
is about doing together, learning together, 
experiencing together, making plans and creating a 
good working atmosphere together.  
Conversations stimulate the participants to connect, 
exchange and communication. In our modern society, 
more and more people rely on the language skills of 
children and adults. Good language skills make people 
"assertive" and independent. 
 
A circle setup is deliberately chosen. In this way, 
participants can all look at each other, encouraging 
unhindered exchange, substantial involvement and 
the experience of equality. To make sure that the 
storyteller can tell his/her story, use the talking stick. 
When it is the turn of the person to tell his / her story, 
s/he hold it in his/her hand. 
 
De Freinetbeweging www.freinet.nl info@freinet.nl  

 

Dialogue 
• Dialogue is not something that you learn or use just as quickly. It requires a lot from you and 

your fellow-Dialogers. Understanding (and having later) the characteristics, rules, conditions and 
skills of an actual ‘Dialogue’ are crucial for a Dialog with a capital letter. Dialogue skills are learned 
through practice and through more practice you learn to further refine and develop them. 

Starting points / skills 

• The participants in a Dialogue are partners, not opponents or supporters. One sees the other as 
a participant in a joint (conversation) project. 

• There is a real equality between the discussion partners. The partners are on an equal footing 
during the Dialogue (literally and figuratively); even though they would differ in function and 
they would be very uneven in their formal function and (power) position. 

• The input of the other person is always taken seriously. What the other person introduces is 
automatically accepted as meaningful within her or his context, from her or his perspective, even 
if one does not understand the other at the moment. The other person says nothing just like 
that. Everything he or she says can be understood within the context of her experiences, her 
thinking, feeling her and experiencing her. One tries to empathize with the thinking of the other. 

• Listening is just as important, if not more important, than talking. In a Dialogue, the interlocutors 
really listen to each other. This means that every effort is made to understand the other as it 
wants to be understood. Active listening means asking questions to see if they have understood 
what the other person wanted to share. 

Circle discussion 
 
Talk to the participants about what to 
do and don't. 
 
What do you think about it? 
 
Where does your strength lie when 
dealing with people with intellectual 
disabilities? 
 
What do you find difficult? 
 
Show the contrast with the dialogue: 
• Take the lead in the conversation. 

• Give participants the turn. 

• Do not participate yourself. 

mailto:info@freinet.nl
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• As many (perhaps even more) questions are asked that opinions and statements are put on the 
table. This is the most striking feature of a Dialogue. Questions are asked, effective questions, 
questions that are meant to get the case clearer (not to show off your own knowledge). 

• There is an involvement in the conversation theme. That theme is clear to all partners. With a 
Dialogue the discussion theme can change regularly. There is a free flow of questions, thoughts 
and feelings. The theme can therefore change in a flexible way, yet in a targeted way. 
Nevertheless, the partners remain involved. 

• Feedback is given at the appropriate time and in the right way (eg, what opinion and reaction 
evoke the communication style of the other person). The aim is not to want to change the other 
person, but to know from each other which effects one evokes and thus to choose to take this 
into account. 

• Although the aim of a Dialogue is first and foremost the dynamic meeting with the other person, 
one also recognizes the interests that a person may have in certain communication contents. 
There is an eye and an eye for the interest that everyone has in the discussion theme, even 
though this interest differs for each partner. 

• Differences in vision are respected, recognized and acknowledged. On the contrary, differences 
in vision only make the Dialogue richer. People look for ways to deal constructively with the 
observed differences. The question is not what the same is, but what everyone offers to come 
one step further together. They do not try to convince each other but they are looking for the 
right information, meaningful interpretation, clear understanding, proper conclusion, the best 
choice. People donot strive for a compromise, but through a better understanding of each 
other's vision and questioning their own vision, tries to arrive at a shared understanding that can 
be the basis for common goals and choices. 

The characteristics of Dialogue 

• The conversation is considerably slower than other forms of conversation. Silences and moments 
of rest are essential for a good Dialogue. It enables the partners to listen to the inner voice, to 
connect what has already been said, to properly understand what the consequences are of what 
the other person has contributed, and so on. 

• The discussion partners take full responsibility for their own contribution. If one consciously 
deals with this, in practice this means that one will be more careful in expressing an opinion and 
giving a reaction. This also means that the consequences of the Dialogue are discussed and 
accepted. 

• A Dialogue is a form of communication that generates great 
alertness among the partners. Conducting a Dialogue is not a 
matter of course. If we want to have a real dialogue, we will 
have to work on it consciously in the first years, practice 
certain skills, learn from our mistakes ... and try again, 
consciously! 

• To explain the rules of Dialogue, use the five fingers of a 
hand. That's handy' literally to remind.  

Exercise 
 
➔ Read the story of the 

elephant and the blind 

from the Trainer’s 

Guide. 

➔ Talk about the 

difference between a 

dialogue, circle 

discussion and other 

forms of contact in 

daily life. 
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 Your thumb means: listen carefully (the thumb also lights up when you find something right). 

 Put in your index finger: do not put your opinion on the table too quickly, do not shoot at the other 

person (the index finger is often used to point out guilty). 

 With the middle finger is meant: ask a lot of good questions (the middle finger is therefore also 

the longest finger). 

 The ring finger stands for: build on the ideas of the other person and respite the other person (the 

ring on a ring finger points to connectedness). 

 The little finger finally says: keep it short and concise when you say something (the little finger 

is not the smallest finger for nothing). 

 

Difference between dialogue and circle discussion 
 

Dialogue Circle discussion 

You speak from “I” and clear out propositions No speaking rules. 

Focus is on listening (to yourself and others) No real focus on speaking or listening. 

Focus is on sharing experiences and dreams Focus is on sharing what you know, can or 
find. 

Trainer guides the conversation and 
participates. 

Trainer leads the conversation and doesn’t 
participate. 

Course of the conversation is uncertain Conversation has a clear structure; trainer has 
the lead over which question are discussed 
and who talks. 

Participants speak freely, nothing is required. 
Listening is participating as well. 

Participants get a turn, and are stimulated to 
talk. 
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Development-oriented guidance 

Development-oriented guidance is about promoting autonomy in 
concrete development opportunities, or strengthening the skills 
for everyday life, including social-emotional possibilities. 

This happens concretely in providing a bridge (mediator function) 
between man and the world. This view is based on the theories of 
Vygotsky and Feuerstein. They focused on learning and breaking a 
lance for challenging development among people with intellectual 
disabilities. 

The central idea is that people with a disability who do not get 
enough from the self-evident (direct form of) transfer need 
support (ie in an indirect way). 

Task of the supervisor is making reality accessible to people with a disability based on the response 
of the participant. There is a great emphasis on looking at how the participant and environment 
interact. The role of the supervisor can stop when it is clear that the participant can independently 
perform skills, ie the transfer has succeeded. 

Feuerstein is convinced that every person can be brought to a higher level of functioning. All 
imaginable cognitive functions are important for this. In addition to a broad use of this vision in, for 
example, remedial teaching, development-oriented guidance provides a concrete opening to care 
for people with intellectual disabilities. For this, development-oriented material is used in everyday 
practice, but in such a way those elements from the total living (and learning) environments are 
usable! 

The central question in accurate, detailed observation, for example with the help of video images, 
is: what is the 'zone of the nearest development' in the meeting between the participant and 
material (surrounding world)? It is necessary to focus the concrete observation in a situation on: 
why do you use this material for this participant, why does this suit him or her, and what could be a 
next change as development stimulation? This is an essential point for the guidance itself. The 
method focuses on the movement from passive acceptance to active change! (Source: 

http://members.home.nl/de-laak/home.htm). 

People with Down syndrome and other intelectual disability can develop personal 
 
Increasing selfawareness 
 
Who am I? Which activities suit me? What do I like? Which people do I like around me? What do not 
I want? I watch television because I really like it or because I have nothing better to do. What are 
alternatives? 
 
Increasing independence 
 
For example: taking initiative, developing creative and resolving skills. 

http://members.home.nl/de-laak/home.htm
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Developing social skills 
 
For example: presenting, asking for help, taking initiative in social contacts, communicating with 
people with and without disabilities. 
 

People's own choices are the starting point of their guidance 
 
People with an intellectual disability can make their own choices. Autonomy is important for the 
well-being of every person. Even if they have an intellectual disability, they can make choices. By 
making own choices, intrinsic motivation is created. Intrinsic motivation leads to better learning 
outcomes. 
 

The care world often thinks in systems. 
 
For example: The supervisor is there on Thursday and so we are all 
crafting together. Is Thursday a nice day for everyone? Does 
anyone like crafts at all? 
For example: Your colleagues are also your friends. Is that really 
true? What kind of people would someone create around him if he 
had the opportunity? 
 
It is important to make the transition from a system-based 
approach to a person-oriented approach. That requires a different 
approach to those involved. Customization often requires more 
creativity. 
 

  Personal connection and being of value are important for every person 
 
In the training, therefore, much attention is paid to personal exchange, participants are encouraged 
to find like-minded people and participants who bring in experience or expertise have a role in the 
training. Feeling that you do not just receive care and guidance, but can also give it to others, a 
person grows. 
 
For example: is there someone who can operate the computer? Is there someone who can draw or 
present well? Is there someone who has experience with the gym? Make use of his / her 
contribution. 
 

Exercise 
Needed: blindfold and trail 
In pairs you will guide each other through the course without touching the 
other person. 
You can make the course as easy or as difficult as necessary, but take care of safety. 
 

Dialogue  
 
Let future trainers share 
experiences with system- 
and person-oriented 
thinking and working. 
 
Do recognize this in your 
surroundings? 
 
Exchange examples. 
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Dealing with people with disabilities 
 

 
People with Down syndrome and other intellectual 
disabilities are also 'just' people. You may feel insecure in 
dealing with them. Then it may be that you prefer to avoid 
them, or that you are 'overly' funny and fun with them. Both 
extremes are not desirable. That is why we give you some 
tips here to help you in dealing with people with intellectual 
disabilities. 

 
 

Do  

• Talk as you normally speak, use your normal voice. 

• Do talk with them, not about them. 

• Use simple words. Explain difficult words. 

• Use illustrations that are not too childish when dealing with adults. 

• Use examples from everyday life. 

• Make a chat in the square. 

• Most people benefit from a clear structure of a meeting. 

• Changes are generally no problem, provided they are appointed. 

• Keep your own body limits in personal space. If you do not want a hug, that's okay! 

• Discuss with the people with intellectual disabilities (parents or mentors, if it is the case), how 
they want to be involved in the information. Are mails appreciated? 

 

Don’t 
 
• Beware of 'undervaluation'. People with intellectual disabilities are often capable of much more 

than you initially estimate. If someone can close their own coat, do not take over. 

• Do not speak in a childish tone. 

• Do not ignore them, both during a lesson, on the street, in communication and information 

provision. 

• Avoid overstimulation. 

• Do not think that everything will go well by itself. 

• Do not talk about them, but with them. 

 

Exercise  
 
In threes you go into conversation. The conversation you have is about one of you and you talk about 
that person and not with de person. The person in question tells you how this felt afterwards, and 
then you rotate. 
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Conditions for learning 
 
The conditions for effective learning are the same for all people, but for people with an intellectual 

disability a number of things are extra important, especially if you want long-term returns. 

Relationship and positive attitude 

Learning arises from a good relationship between coach and participant. There is equality and 
mutual trust. The coach always trusts a positive end result for the participant. 'You're going to 
succeed and you can be it' also statements that you hear frequently. 

The coach exudes calm and confidence and also shows this in non-verbal communication. 

The space must also have a positive effect on the participant, for example a low-stimulus 
environment if concentration is required, but also recognisability in the arrangement of tables and 
chairs. Rest, regularity and cleanliness are guideline here. 
 

Coaching from safety 
• The coach ensures a safe environment where mistakes can be made. 

• The activities of the participants are offered in feasible steps. 

• The steps must be sufficiently challenging so that the participant can grow. 

• The positive approach helps the participant with his self-confidence, especially when it is aimed 
at the personality, learning objective and learning style of the participant. 

• The coach agrees with what the participant already knows/can and where the development lies. 

• The relationship with the participant is based on reciprocity, learning from each other. 

• In every activity, a bridge is created to other contexts, situations. The skills are immediately 
translated into practice. 

• The participant is encouraged to take the initiative and reflect on his own actions. 

• The coach helps to separate main and minor issues. 

• The coach repeats endlessly and is patient and learns tricks or gives tools to remember difficult 
things. 

• If you do not understand me, I have not explained it correctly, is the thinking method of the 
coach. 

• The participant is encouraged to use his own qualities and solutions to develop his own style. 

• The goal of the coach is often not the goal of the participant; as a result, there is usually no 
straight line to the goal to be achieved. 

• The coach provides sufficient support communication so that everyone can participate. 

• There is a variation between the activities so that they learn in different ways. 

• The network is used to continue to apply and further develop the learning. 
 

Exercise  
Think back to your school time and then answer the questions below: 

• What was your favorite school? Why was this favorite school? (Environment, layout of the 

building, layout of the room, courses given, etc.) 
• Who was your favorite teacher? Why? What did he / she do that you still know? 

• What can you take from him / her in your guidance?
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Choosing a workform 
 

Knowing the target group and participants  
 

• What can he / she already do? 

• What does he / she know about the subject? 

• Is he / she able to read and write? 

• How independent is your participant?  

• How good is he / she verbally? 

• What is his / her learning style? 

• How well can he / she concentrate? 

• How can he / she achieve a successful experience? 

• How are his / her motor skills? 

• Is he / she fear-anxious or confident? 

• Is he / she auditive or visual? 

• How big is the group? 

• Do the participants know each other? 

• Are they motivated? 
 

 

Start of the lesson 
 

Make sure you have all the materials ready in advance; this gives peace to the participants. Prevent 
distractions, turn off music, and temporarily remove posters that have nothing to do with the 
subject. 
You think about the layout of the room, think of table groups, or chairs in the circle and put this 
ready. 
You know how much time you have for this lesson; each participant has a different learning pace, a 
different level of thinking, a different learning question, a different personality and a different 
learning objective, as well as a different concentration ability of the participant. Make sure everyone 
has a successful experience. Provide enough variety in the teaching methods and try to maintain the 
concentration. 
Make sure your explanation is concise and illustrate it with a story and pictures from practice for 
example; these increase the learning efficiency. 
 
Choose a work form that suits them, but also suits you and that you can convey with enthusiasm. 
Ask yourself if you have all the skills to do the job well or can a colleague help you? Are you not so 
good at telling stories, let others do this, maybe a colleague can help or a participant who can tell 
this from his own experience. 
In short, how are you going to use your talents to help the participant? 
 

Exercise 
 
Do a run your butt off 

exercise at the second 

training meeting, ask 

questions about the first 

meeting and give two 

answer options from which 

you can choose. 
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In order to achieve a good learning return, reflection on one's own actions is of great importance. 
This applies to the coach, but also to the participant. By reflecting, you can challenge the participant 
to perform better next time, so that there is growth again, but you can also tune in here if the choice 
of the work form was good, so not too difficult or too easy. 
 
Think in advance of how you will evaluate the work form; this can be done with the aid of a 
questionnaire, but also by entering into a dialogue with the participant. 
 

Different workforms 
 
You can classify work forms into a number of methods: 
 

• Acquaintance; 

• Learn to learn; 

• Practical skills; 

• Social - emotional skills; 

• Cognitive skills; 

• Evaluation and reflection. 

 
Work forms that you can best use for people with an intellectual disability are the forms focused 
on research and play. The working methods that focus mainly on remembering are less suitable for 
this target group, because they mainly learn by doing and experiencing. See chapter 5 for a 
number of examples. 
 

The strength of repeat  
 

Everyone who learns will benefit from repetition, for example when learning a new word, you 
must have used this word seven times if you want to remember this. This target group benefits 
from extra repetition, offering in small steps and reclaiming or letting you know what has 
happened can help. 

 

Start each lesson with a review of the previous lesson: 

 

• What have we done? 

• What have we learned? 

• How did you find it to do? 

• What can be improved? 

• What else can be done? 
 

Tell them briefly what you are going to do this lesson, show examples and illustrate your instruction 
with a story and images. When it is possible, think of a creative activity, show the end product, so 
that the participants have a picture of what it can look like. 
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Show the steps that the participants have to follow, think of small, manageable steps. You can do 
this by doing it, using a PowerPoint or showing the end product from step 1 to end. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
At the end of the assignment you look back at how it went and ask the participants if they are 
satisfied. 
 

• What have we done? 

• What have we learned? 

• How did you find it to do? 

• What can be improved? 

• What else can be done? 

 
When you choose to give homework, assignment note that it is in line with the lesson of today and 
that it is a relevant assignment. 
For example, look at the cobwebs this week and take a picture of a small and large cobweb. Also try 
to take a picture when it has rained and the droplets are hanging in the cobweb. 
 
The next lesson you will return the homework assignment, not so annoying when you have done 
homework and there is no attention for it. You also request the activities of the previous lesson; in 
this way you create coat sticks and the learned is better remembered.  
 
 

Exercise 
 

Choose a work form and prepare it. 

You will give this form to the group. 

Think of reclaiming, giving instructions and creating scaffolding. 
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Tools and methods 
 

Acquaintance   
 
Dice around: 

 

Meet, share personal information 

The participants take turns with a die. They call their name and tell about the subject that is on the 
die. The dice for example falls on hobby; the participant says his name and tells what his hobbies 
are. You can create the dice below and set up your own subjects. 

  
 

 
 

   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

stickey edge -------  folding line 
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Mind mapping  

  

Getting to know and mind mapping. 
 
The participant signs himself, writes his name or pastes a picture of himself in the middle of the 
sheet. 
 
He / she devises as many things as possible that have to do with his life and writes, draws, pastes 
pictures or photographs from magazines. Then the participant draws lines of himself to the different 
subjects. Afterwards, the participants present the mind map to each other and there is room to ask 
questions. 
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Learn to learn 
 

Memory game rules 

 

Players 

Play the game with two to four players. If you are with a larger group, create teams. 

 

Target 

Try to turn over as many of the same cards as possible. 
 
Preparation 
Shuffle the cards and put them down with the picture down. Depending on the participants you can 
start with 2 or 3 pairs. This can be expanded as they understand the game better and easier to 
remember. 
 
Game 
Play in the direction of the clock. When it's your turn, turn a card of your choice. Then you turn a 
second card. If the cards are the same, take them from the table and place them next to you. Now 
you can go again! Until you have turned two cards that do not form a pair. 
 
If you turn over two cards that are not the same, you turn them around again (after everyone can 
see them). You leave the card in the same place. The next player is next. 
 
Continue until all the cards are gone. The player with the most cards wins. 
 
Tips 
 

 Pay attention - even if it is not your turn. Remember which cards everyone turns around and 
where they are on the table. 

 Put the cards in neat rows in advance. That remembers easier. Unless you want to make it more 
difficult, put the cards on the table criss-cross. 

 
You can also make a memory game by topic. Think of it: leisure activities, occupations, traffic signs, 
healthy food, etc. You not only train the memory, but also work on vocabulary. 
 
You can use words, but also images or combine them. You can create your own memory in the 
format below. 
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Memory format 
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Acquiring knowledge 
 

Repeat and deepen knowledge 

At the beginning of the training, the participants all receive a yellow memo leaf on their backs. They 
walk around and try to find out what is on their backs by asking questions. They may ask each other 
a question and whoever guessed the answer will sit down. At the end, all sticky notes are placed on 
a board / wall and the participants take turns to tell what has been done in the previous lesson. 

Required: 

Yellow self-adhesive leaves with a word or notion 
that the previous training was central; of course, it 
also can be an image. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Practical skills 
 

Methodical work 

 

Work methodically, including evaluation. 

The participant receives an assignment with a goal. (Ticket assignment) 

He / she will first think about how he / she will deal with this. (Ticket plan) 

Then he will execute. (Perform card) 

In the next step he will check if he will reach the goal. (Check ticket) 

He carries out the assignment further. (Continue working card) 

With the supervisor he evaluates what went well or less well. (Evaluate card) 

 

1. Assigment  2. Plan 

 
 

3. Perform   
 
 

4. Check 5. Continue working 

 
 

6. Evaluate 
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What is a handy sequence? 

 

Gain insight into the order of actions. 

You need photos cut loose so that each step has its own paper, step-by-step plan. 

The participant gets to see the different actions on the table. 

Then ask him: 

• put in the right order; 

• in the order that he finds useful. 

 

Examples 

 

A photo report of brushing teeth 

 Wet the toothbrush. Put on toothpaste.  

 Place the toothbrush diagonally against your gums. Brush your teeth by making small back and 
forth movements. 

 Upper teeth and choose: 

 polish them on the outside, - brush them on the inside, - brush on top of it. 

 Lower teeth and choose: 

 polish them on the outside, - brush them on the inside, - brush on top of it. 

 Fill the cup with water. Rinse your mouth. 
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Social – emotional skills 
 

Give a tip or top 

Recognize the difference between negative and positive feedback. 

Materials needed: sticky notes with various positive and negative statements or icons, a red and a 
green box. 

 

Each participant receives a sticky note with a statement and sticks it on his forehead or chest. The 
participant reads the statement and then thinks whether this is positive or negative. When he is 
positive, he sticks the leaf in the green box, negative in the red box. 

The other participants indicate whether they agree with it, then the participant explains why he 
chose this course. If they agree they go to green; if they disagree, they go to red. 
 

Cognitive skills 
 

Recognise money 

 

Materials needed: sheet with images of money, a wallet with all kinds of money. 

• Ask the participant to empty the wallet. He encircles on the sheet what kinds of money he sees. 

• Ask the participant to put the coins and notes on the right picture. 
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Evaluation and reflection 
 

Finish 
 

Reflect on your own performance. 

Materials needed: pen and paper. 

You ask the participant to finish the sentences orally or in writing as a result of the activity. Then you 
talk about it together and make a goal for the upcoming week or lesson. 
 

• What I found difficult ... 

• What I learned is ... 

• What has changed over the past week, month, time is ... 

• What I am proud of is ... 

• What's even better ... 

• What I would like to do faster next time is ... 

• What I would like to do different next time is ... 

 

When you want to increase someone's self-esteem, you only use positive formulations, for example; 
I give him/her a pat on the back because ... what you did today is ... 
 

My resources 
 
Understand your own resources. 
Materials needed: pen and paper. 
Tell the participant that everyone in life sometimes needs a resource, give an example of yourself 
when you need a resource. 
Ask the participant at the end of the activity who can help him to keep or increase the result. 
 

Example of resources: 

• I call my neighbor at ... 

• My father / mother can help me with ... 

• My best friend call is like ... 

 
You can not only link the resources to people, but also to the internet, folders, textbooks, etc. 
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PARTNERS 
 

    ASOCIATIA LANGDON DOWN OLTENIA 

CENTRUL EDUCATIONAL TEODORA - ROMANIA 
www.sindrom-down.ro 

 

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA PERSONE DOWN ONLUS – ITALY 
www.aipd.it 

 

STICHTING DOWNKIDSINTERNATIONAL – THE NETHERLANDS 
www.downkidsinternational.com 

 
 

UNIVERSITATEA DIN CRAIOVA – ROMANIA 
www.ucv.ro 

 
 

ARISTOTELIO PANEPISTIMIO THESSALONIKIS – GREECE 
www.auth.gr 

 

DOWN SENDROMU DERNEGI – TURKEY 
www.downturkiye.org   

 

 

Material produced with the financial support of the European Commission. The content of this material is the sole 
responsibility of the authors, and the National Agency and the European Commission are not responsible for how the 

content of the information will be used. 

 

DS LEISURE 
promotes 
inclusive 
leisure 

for persons 
with Down 
Syndrome. 
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